Zero Base Review

Annexure 'G'
FLOW CHART TOPOGRAPHIC CADRE

Superintending Surveyor (75+31)
{Civilian SS By Promotions 50% from Civilian DSS, 50% from OS}

( Group 'A' )

Officer Surveyor (524)
{By Promotions}

Surveyor Senior (1635)
{50% By Direct Recruitment i like earlier TTTA with same qualification,
  25% by LDCE, 25% By Promotions}

Surveyor Junior (2025)
{75% By Direct Recruitment, 25% by LDCE from SWA}
Deputy Store Officer (2)  (Group 'A')
{By Promotions}

Assistant Store Officer (39)
{By Promotions}

Store Assistant (46)
{By Promotions}

Store-cum-Record Keeper Senior (84)
{By Promotions}

Store-cum-Record Keeper Junior (93)
{By Direct Recruitment}
Manager Map Reproduction Junior (4)  
{50% by Direct Rec. 50 By Promotions}  
( Group 'A')

Assistant Manager (28)  
{100% By Promotions}

Printing Technologist Sr. (148)  
{75% by Direct Rec. 25% By Promotions}

Printing Technologist Jr. (80)  
{85% by Direct Rec. 15% By LDCE from Printing Asstt}